
                                          
Event Invitation: 

The Future of Cyber Security 

December 11 (Wednesday) – 18:30-20:30  

@ Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to Japan 

 

The Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to Japan and the Netherlands Chamber 

of Commerce in Japan (NCCJ) would like to welcome you at a new event on December 

11. After successful events on topics such as Innovation and the Labor Market, we would 

like to introduce another relevant topic to you: Cyber Security. Event participation goes 

without any costs and drinks and food will be served. Feel free to forward this invitation to 

your IT division and other colleagues that might be interested.   

Speakers at the event will provide you with useful insights and perspectives on cyber 

security. Hidemitsu Sakurai, Head of Sales Engineering of McAfee and Bart Kulach, 

Head of Technology of NN Life Insurance will share their perspectives on a topic that 

Prime Minister Abe calls “vital for Japan to maintain an advantage in new realms”. Besides 

the actual presentations, there will be time for questions and networking.  

As available seats are limited, we recommend you to register at your earliest convenience.  

Event: The Future of Cyber Security 

Date and Time: December 11 (Wednesday), from 18:30-20:30  

Location: The Residence, Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to Japan (3-6-3 

Shibakoen, Minatuo-ku) 

Registration: https://forms.gle/pj7dZ8k9DcrP2JZz6  Photo ID required upon entrance.  

Inquires: nccj@nccj.jp 

Registration deadline: November 27 

 

We are looking forward to your participation.  

 

Thank you and best regards, 

 

The Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to Japan  

The Netherlands Chamber of Commerce in Japan 

https://forms.gle/pj7dZ8k9DcrP2JZz6
mailto:nccj@nccj.jp


                                          
Introduction of the speakers: 

Hidemitsu Sakurai / Head of Sales Engineering / McAfee Japan 

What is Cloud Security? Why is it needed? 

 

Cloud usage such as Business SaaS (e.g. O365, SFDC, Box, etc...), IaaS/PaaS (e.g. 

AWS, Azure, GCP, etc...) is rapidly increasing. Mr. Sakurai will explain the latest threat 

landscape of cloud and the method of securing your cloud environment. 

Hidemtsu Sakurai joined McAfee in December, 2006 after he served as a consultant in 

domestic cyber security company. Hidemitsu has been in charge of large enterprise and 

public customers to propose McAfee entire solution from device to cloud in Sales 

engineering department. 

Hidemitsu is now serving as Head of Japan Sales engineering department and is also a 

spokesperson of McAfee Japan in regards to any cyber security topic related to enterprise 

business.  

Bart Kulach / Head of Technology / NN Life Insurance Japan 

Tackling business information security – how to keep up with the dynamics of 

infosec? 

 

The vast speed of change in technology makes security management an ever-challenging 

task. In his presentation, Mr Kulach will share ideas on how to tackle the current dynamics 

of infosec in enterprise environments. 

Bart Kulach has 15+ years of international work experience in various IT audit, IT security 

and risk functions as subject matter expert, manager and coach, with strong technical and 

process related expertise, combined with broad hands-on experience. 

He has been advising board members and senior (IT) executives on IT security and 

governance, performing vulnerability assessments, security investigations, physical 

security tests, as well as being involved in creation and execution of security remediation 

plans.  


